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Customertimes is announcing an expanded focus on its Salesforce
Industries practice throughout EMEA and North America. With the
acquisition of Vlocity in 2020, Salesforce continues its push into industry
vertical solutions. Customertimes is a Salesforce Master Navigator, and
with deep experience across all Salesforce Industry clouds, it is wellpositioned to deliver outstanding business results for any industry
project. Internationally recognized for its strong Salesforce partnership,
this practice expansion will allow Customertimes to continue to deliver
true digital transformation for complex verticals, as Adriano Acciaroli,
VP EMEA at Customertimes, explains.

the horizontal Salesforce portfolio is the
value-add Customertimes brings to each
customer engagement, whether at the
project level or the enterprise level.”
According to Mr. Acciaroli, the industry is
currently experiencing a huge gap in
Vlocity skills, and Customertimes is well
positioned to fill that gap. Their 800+
certified global Salesforce consultants
can handle any project from the ground
up or help with staff augmentation on
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Their typical customers include large and
medium enterprises across diverse
industries where they partner and
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